
Arc Web Browser Features

Feature Explanation
1 Privacy Arc's privacy protection features help to protect your privacy while you're 

browsing the internet. These features include a tracker blocker, a cookie 
blocker, and a built-in VPN.

2 Fast with 
Clean UI

Arc is fast, loading open tabs is almost instantaneous. Discuss layout with 
sidebar

3 Tab 
Groups

Arc's tab groups allow you to organize your tabs into logical categories. 
This makes it easy to find the tabs you need and to keep your browser 
window clutter-free. 


Favorite tabs appear above the split in the sidebar, while your open tabs 
appear below the split. Tabs can be renamed to make them more 
understandable.


New folders can be created and tabs can be added by simply dragging 
them into the folder. Hovering over a closed folder will offer a peak of 
what’s inside the folder.

4 Little Arc Little Arc is a window that opens when you click a link from another 
desktop app (like Mail, iMessage or Slack). Little Arc gives you a quick 
way to open, view, and close a link without seeing all your other tabs. 
It also allows you to triage links you want to save by letting you move them 
into your Arc Sidebar.

5 Spaces Arc's workspaces allow you to create different environments for different 
tasks. For example, you could create a Space for work, a hobby, a project, 
a vacation or any other thing you can think of. Other then your favorites, 
each Space can have it’s own tabs, name, color and emoji making it easy 
to keeping yourself organized.


Air Traffic Control - Air Traffic Control helps you Route links to the right 
place when they're opened from outside Arc.


For example, you can choose that all Google Sheet links opened from 
Desktop Apps like Slack or Outlook route directly to your Work Space.

6 Profiles Arc’s Profiles take Space’s one step further. For instance, you can be 
signed into your Gmail work account in your work Space and your 
personal email account on your personal Space. Here are the things 
Profiles can include:

• Authentication (logins, passwords, autofill).  ° Browser History

• Cache / Cookies                                            ° Default Browser Selection

• Favorites                                                        ° Extensions

• Settings in arc://settings (such as Language or Download Preferences)



7 Split View Split View allows you to combine multiple tabs into one view so you can 
multitask without all the extra clicks! When you create a split view, it 
becomes its own new tab in the sidebar that you can come back to later. 
You can add up to 4 windows in a split view.

8 Archived 
Tabs

By default Arc’s Archived Tab feature archives all open tabs after 12 
hours keeping the interface free of clutter. Click the Archive icon to see all 
of the tabs and windows that have been opened in Arc. This makes it easy 
to keep track of what you're working on and to switch between tasks 
quickly.

9 Chrome 
Extensions

Every Chrome extension works with Arc, many seem to work faster and 
better then in Chrome or Brave.

10 Notes Arc's notes feature lets you take notes on websites or web pages. This 
is great for saving information for later, jotting down ideas, or creating a to-
do list. 

11 Easels Easels are like super powered whiteboards. You can draw, write, or add 
images to them. Easels are for collecting your ideas as you browse the 
internet.

12 Live 
Capture

You can add web snippets to an Easel by taking a Capture. Command 
shift.


Live view - Easels support Live View so if you take a Live Capture of 
material that dynamically changes, like statistics, sales, receivables, 
etc, the Easel will display the most updated information.

13 Command 
Bar

In addition to creating new tabs in the Command Bar, you can type 
common actions you take in Arc, like Pin Tab or Add Split View, to take 
actions in an instant and without moving your fingers to your mouse. 
Commands that can be used include:

• / Pin Tab                                               / Pin to [Space Name]

• / Toggle Sidebar                                  / Split View

• / Google Doc                                      / Rename Tab

• / New [Folder, Note, Easel, Space].   / [Extension Name]

• / Preferences                                     / View Archive

14 Keyboard 
Shortcuts

All of Arc’s Keyboard Shortcuts can be edited from within preferences.

15 Video Mini 
Player

Click away from any tab playing video and a mini video player appears 
at the bottom right of your screen. The screen can be re-positioned.

16 Bonus - 
Boosts

Boosts are a way to personalize the web sites your visit frequently then 
share your customizations with friends!
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